Validation of a Chronic Kidney Disease Risk Score in HIV+ Patients in the U.S.
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BACKGROUND


METHODS

DATA: Observational Pharmaco-Epidemiology Research & Analysis (OPERA) database

Electronic health records involving 76,868 HIV+ patients

76.6% community-based independent clinic in states

STUDY POPULATION

High risk: score ≥5

RESULTS

Table 1. D:A:D Risk Score Calculation

Table 2. Comparison of CKD Risk Score: Distribution & Discrimination, by Study Population

Table 3. Comparison of CKD Risk Score: Distribution & Discrimination, by Study Population

Table 4. Comparison of CKD Risk Score: Distribution & Discrimination, by Study Population

Table 5. Comparison of CKD Risk Score: Distribution & Discrimination, by Study Population

Table 6. Comparison of CKD Risk Score: Distribution & Discrimination, by Study Population

Table 7. Comparison of CKD Risk Score: Distribution & Discrimination, by Study Population

DISCUSSION

The study supports the validity of the D:A:D short and full risk scoring methods for assessing the probability of CKD in HIV+ patients in the United States, regardless of the CKD risk group. The ability to identify patients at greatest risk for moderate to severe CKD is an essential component of clinical decision-making.
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